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Last year Bruce provided some notes on model ship construction
in metal in response to an enquiry that came via the Internet. I
hope he will forgive me for reproducing them here in a form that
is severely cut-down to suit our newsletter format, and for turning
this issue very much into a “Warspite Special”.

The advantage of the metal framework is the ability to make
temporary attachment of hull plate sections and it also provides easier access and manoeuvrability during construction.
The actual plating of the hull was largely a matter of personal
judgement but some points to note are:
1. The size of individual plates was as large as possible to
reduce the number of seams
2. The keel plates and top plates at deck level were done first;
amongst other things they hold the former sections in place.
3. Extra care is needed to ensure that the deck level is accurate—correction of this at a later stage is not easy.
4. The fit between the plates is not too critical, gaps up to
about 1/16” can easily be accommodated. Actually such gaps
can be a help in that they allow soldering from the outside.
5. All seams should be ‘tinned’ with solder before assembly.
The plates are shaped by whatever means works e.g. manual
shaping, swaging or panel beating.
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All seams are simple butt joints with backing strips about
6mm wide. Soldering was generally with 50/50 solder and an
80 watt soldering iron. The preferred flux was ‘killed’ spirits
and there is a need to wash and dry the work frequently to
keep rusting to a minimum. Amidships superstructure (below)

Bruce’s model is still a work in progress and he is to be congratulated for accepting the challenge not only of working in metal,
but to a small scale, and incorporating an experimental twinturbine powerplant. The Warspite was a Royal Navy battleship
of the Queen Elizabeth class that had a long and distinguished
career from the Battle of Jutland in 1915 through to the D-Day
landings in 1944.
HMS Warspite- notes on metal construction by Bruce
Hull: Tinplate generally 0.009” thick with some 0.012” used
for the steam plant mounting. A former based on the lines
of the hull is used, in this case made with sections cut from
22g galvanised iron which were soldered on to a central pipe.
Superstructure: Thinner tin plate (0.006”) was used extensively, together with some aluminium.
Former (below)

The hull is removed from the former as soon as it is fully
covered, seams fitted to provide stiffening, and a suitable
number of cross beams installed spaced at convenient locations determined by the superstructure and the machinery.
Finally the hull was cleaned of any excess solder, particularly
on the outside, by wiping when molten, scraping and/or filing. It was de-rusted by brushing and the use of rust conversion products. Car body filler (polyester based) was used to
get the required finish prior to painting with metal primer.

